
Text Type Writing Mat

Newspaper Articles
Headline 

Byline - include the name of the 
writer of the article.

Hook paragraph - this should 
answer the 5 ‘w’ questions: what? 
who? where? when? and why?

Past tenses

Logical steps - events should be 
recounted in a logical order.

Connectives to link paragraphs

Quotes - includes quotations from 
those involved in the news story 
or people reacting to it. Ideally, 
both formal and informal quotes 
should be included in your story.

Captioned photographs 
or diagrams

A bone of contention - something that 
people argue about for a long time.

As the crow flies - the distance between 
two places measured in a straight line.

At the eleventh hour  - at the 
last minute.

A red letter day - an important day.

A nine-day wonder  - pleasure for a 
short time.

Against the clock  - in a hurry to do 
something before a set time.

At loggerheads - when people are in 
strong disagreement.

Get to the bottom of - to find the truth 
about something.

Level playing field  - a fair situation 
where people are treated equally.

Lose sight of - to forget about 
something important because you are 
focused on something less important.

Red-faced - embarrassed.

Set your sights on - to choose a goal 
and try to achieve it.

Wake-up call  - an event which acts as 
a warning.

Witch hunt  - an attempt to find and 
punish people with unpopular opinions.

Wreak havoc - to cause great damage.

Idioms and phrases:
These are often used in newspaper articles:

Success critera:



alleged

assistance

budding

bystander

campaigners

catastrophe

claimed

confirmed

controversial

crisis

critical

deepening

detained

disputed

distraught

embattled

error

eyewitness

explained

feted

firearm

injuries

inquiry

linked

observers

occurred

protests

quizzed

reported

responsible

scapegoat

scene

scrutiny

shock

suspect

troubled

Newspaper vocabulary:

...a member of the public…

...a spokesperson for…

...according to witnesses…

...alerted the police…

...as expected...

...bystanders declared…

...despite this claim…

...detained by the police…

...an eyewitness said...

...further information…

...mystery surrounds…

...peace of mind...

...potentially fatal…

...shocked by the news…

...was quoted as saying…

Useful phrases:


